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Abstract 
Mastroianni, G. and P. Nevai, Mean convergence of derivatives of Lagrange interpolation, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 34 (1991) 385-396. 
Weighted Lp convergence of derivatives of Lagrange interpolation at the union of zeros of generalized Jacobi 
polynomials and some additional points is investigated. 
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1. Introduction 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the weighted L* convergence of interpolating Lagrange 
polynomials based on the zeros of generalized Jacobi polynomials were given in [7, Theorem 6, p. 
6951. In the same paper a new interpolatory procedure was introduced, the so-called “quasi- 
Lagrange interpolation”, which is a polynomial Lr,‘) . interpolating the function at the zeros of 
orthogonal polynomials and, in addition, at f 1, where all the derivatives of Lys”) up to the 
order r - 1 and s - 1 vanish. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the weighted mean 
convergence of such polynomials were given and it was proved that such a procedure may 
converge, when the usual interpolation diverges. In this paper we give a slightly more general 
definition of quasi-Lagrange interpolation, and we prove necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the convergence in L* spaces with general weights. 
* This material is based upon work supported by the Italian Research Council (first author), by the National Science 
Foundation under Grant No. DMS-8814488 (second author), and by a Collaborative Research Grant No. 
CRG.870806 from NATO. 
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Unfortunately, quasi-Lagrange interpolation generally preserves only the constant functions. 
Therefore it is seldom used in approximation theory and in numerical applications. Here we 
consider a polynomial L,,,,, interpolating the function at the zeros of orthogonal polynomials 
and in r + s additional points in [ - 1, l] near _+ 1. Theorem 3.1 gives necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the convergence in weighted Lp spaces. In Theorem 3.2 we state sufficient 
conditions for the weighted Lp convergence of the derivatives of such sequences of polynomials. 
A consequence of these theorems are Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4, which are interesting in numerical 
quadrature and in numerical solution of differential and integrodifferential equations. 
2. Preliminaries and notations 
In what follows C denotes positive constants which can assume different values in different 
formulas. If A and B are two quantities depending on some parameters, we write A - B iff 
1 A/B 1 *I G C with C independent on the parameters. We will consider functions f with domain 
[ - 1, 11. The classes Cc4’([ - 1, l]), LP([ - 1, 11) and (L log+L)p([ - 1, 11) are defined as usual, 
and, for sake of simplicity, we use the notation ]I . 11 p also if 0 <p < 1. 
Special weights 
The function v(@) is called a Jacobi weight if v(~,~) (x) = (1 - x)“(l + x)~ where cy, p > - 1. 
When we use v(~*~) as a weight function in Lp spaces without introducing orthogonal polynomi- 
als associated with it, then we allow the parameters (Y and j3 to take arbitrary real values. The 
function w is called a generalized Jacobi weight (w E GJ) if 
W(x)=+(X)(l-X)afi ]t,-x]Yk(l+x)P, 
k=l 
where v is a fixed nonnegative integer, (Y > - 1, p > - 1, yk > - 1, k = 1, 2,. . . , v, and - 1 < t, 
< . . . < t, < 1. Here the function $I is nonnegative and $I” E L”. If, in addition, $I is 
continuous and its modulus of continuity w satisfies /,‘w( & u)u-’ du < co, then we call w a 
generalized smooth Jacobi weight (w E GSJ). 
Lagrange interpolation 
Let w E GSJ, and let { p,( w)}~+ be the corresponding system of orthonormal polynomials, 
that is, p,,, is a polynomial of degree m with positive leading coefficient and /‘_ i p,( x)p,( x) w( x) 
dx = S,,,,. If {x/X=1 (Xk =x,,,(w)) are the zeros of p,,,(w) labelled in increasing order, and g 
is a bounded function, then L,( w, g) denotes the Lagrange polynomial interpolating g at those 
points. If, together with { xk }T=i, we consider the r + s additional points { rj = vj,, }5= 1 and 
{ zi = z~,~ }f=i as well, such that 
-l,cy,<y,< .** <y,<x,< *es <x,<zl< **- <z,<l, (2.1) 
where 
x, -y, - m-* - z1 --x,3 Y,+~ -yj - m-* - z~+~ - zj, 
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then we denote by L,,,,, (w, f) the polynomial of degree m + r + s - 1 interpolating the function 
f at the points yi,. . . , y,, xl,. . . , x,, zl,. . . , z,. 
If the function f is not differentiable, then we assume that all the points in (2.1) are different. 
If f E c(q), q 2 1, then the multiplicity of each y, and zi is at most q. In such a case, 
L ,,,,,( w, f) is an Hermite interpolating polynomial. Writing 
A,(x) = 1, s > 0, 
and 
4Jx) = 1, 4(x) = p-z;,> r>o, 
and denoting by [ ul, . . . , up, . g] the divided difference of g at the points ui, . . . , up, we can write 
L,,,,h f; 4 =4(xPhU, w, A; x) +4b)Pmb% x)L,( A pf(w) ; x) ( s r s m 
+ 4b)Pmh XL 
i 
f 
4Pmb4 ;x ’ i (2 4 
where 
+ 2(x-z,,- zl,.. 
i=2 
and 
i 
f 
i 
f(Y,) 
Ls 4Pmb) ; x = 4(Y,)Pmh YJ 
+ c (X-Yl).” (X-_Y;-~)[y~~~*~~ Yii B pf(w)]? “O’ 
r=2 r m 
(2.4) 
We complete the definition by putting L, = 0 and L,,O,,( w, f) = L,(w). 
Quasi-Lagrange interpolation 
Let cr and c2 be two fixed points in [ - 1, 11, and let f be a bounded function. The 
quasi-Lagrange interpolating polynomial Lg. “‘(w, f) corresponding to f is the unique poly- 
nomial of degree at most m + r + s - 1 satisfying 
LY(w, f; Xk) =f b/J, k=l, 2 ,..., m, 
L~*“‘(w, f; yi)=f(cl), i=l,2 ,e-*,s, 
and 
LL’“‘( w, f; zj) =f (c,), j=l, 2 )...) r, 
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(cf. (2.1) and (2.2)). Using the previous notations, we can express Lg*“‘( w, f) as 
Ly(w, f; x)=A,(x)B,(x)L, w,&; x) ( s r 
+f(clM,b)Pmh 44 i WA pl(w) ; x) s m 
+f(c*Prb)Pmh xws W’B pl(w) ; xi_ P-5) 
r m 
If, in particular, ci = -1, c2= +l, and zi= ... =zr=l, and yr= ... =y,= -1, then, by 
(2.3) and (2.4) we obtain the quasi-Lagrange interpolation as defined in [7, p.6721. Though 
Lg*“)( w) preserves constant functions, it does not preserve every polynomial of degree at most 
m+r+s-1. 
In addition, we will also consider the interpolation 
(2-6) 
icr.“)( w, f) interpolates f at the points xk, it vanishes with its derivatives at the points + 1, and, 
thmerefore, it does not even preserve constant functions. 
Finally Y,,,,,( w, f) will d enote one of the three polynomials 
L,,,,S(W? f )7 G%% f ), LLJ’( w, f ). (2.7) 
3. Main results 
Theorem 3.1. Let w E GSJ, and let u > 0 E (L log+L)P([ - 1, l]), with 0 <p -C 00. Let 
=%Z,r.s(w, f) d eno e one of the three polynomials in (2.7). Then t 
~g[f-=%,r.s(w? f)l+0~ VfE N-L a)> (3-l) 
if and only if 
“(-r,-~&pGi E L’([ -1, 11) and && E LP(H 11). (3.2) 
Moreouer, there exists a positive function u, such that u E L “\( L log+ L) p and, nevertheless, 
conditions (3.2) do not imply (3.1). 
This theorem is a slight generalization of [7, Theorem 6, p.6951. It shows that the sequences 
{L,,,,,(w)}, {Lo’“‘} and {&“)(w)} are three essentially equivalent interpolator-y proce- 
dures. However, the first one has the advantage that it preserves polynomials of degree at most 
m + r + s - 1. In addition, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Let w E GSJ, u E GJ, f E Ccq’([ - 1, l]), where q 2 0, and let 0 <p < 00. If 
“W2-r.qP-s)J~ E L’U-1, 11) (3.3) 
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and 
u=3[-1, l]), “(r-‘fQ.s-@)U 6 p([ -1, I]), 
.;G” E I?([ -1, l]), 
where r, s and I are nonnegative integers and I < q, then 
lI[f - L,,,,,(w, f)](‘)ull,< .~(f?;)m? 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
for m > 4q + 5, where w( f (4)) denotes the modulus of continuity off (4) and C is a positive constant 
independent of m and f. 
This theorem improves an analogous theorem by Nevai and Vertesi [8, Theorem 2, p.4931 and 
generalizes some results by Szabados and Varma [ll, Theorem 11. 
If, in particular, 
$nJf-L(w, f)]~l/,=O~ (3.6) 
then by Theorem 3.1 applied with r = s = 0 (or by [7, Theorem 6, p.6951) 
J,zt(1/2’1/2) E L’([ -1, l]) and !G EL~([ -1, 11). 
Therefore, if (3.6) is true and r = s = [i( q + 1)], then (3.5) holds. This agrees with a result given 
in [3, Corollary 21. However, (3.5) and (3.6) are not equivalent. Consider the two weight functions 
W(x)=+(X)(l-x)afi (t,-x]Y*(l+X)P, w E GSJ, (3 -7) 
k=l 
and 
U(X) =g(x)(l-x)+ ]7k-x]x,(1 +x)&, UEGJ, (3.8) 
k=l 
with the condition 
fi ]7k-X)h” 
k=l 
j!j Itk--xly*‘2 
ELP([ -1, 11). (3.9) 
Obviously, (3.6) does not follow from (3.9). Applying Theorem 3.2 we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.3. Let f E Ctq’([ - 1, l]), w h ere q 2 0. Let u and w- be defined by (3.7) and (3.8). 
Assume u E LP([ - 1, 11) and (3.9) holds. Let 0 < 1~ q and p E (0, 00). Then there exist two 
integers r and s, defined by 
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and 
such that 
[j-l jf(“(x)-L:;,,,(w, f, x)jPUp(X)dX]l’p~Cm~-~w(f~~‘;~), 
-1 
for m > 4q + 5. 
Corollary 3.3 says that, if L,( w, f) diverges because of the choice of the exponents (Y, /.?, y 
and 6 in the weights u and w (i.e., (3.9) holds), then, by adding additional points near f 1, we 
can transform L,( w, f) into L,,,,, (w, f) which will already approximate the function and its 
derivatives in L,. 
It also follows from Theorem 3.2 that if (3.9) does not hold (i.e., the divergence of L,( w, f) 
depends on the exponents yk and hk), then adding additional points near + 1 is useless. 
A useful consequence of Corollary 3.3 is the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.4. Let f E Ct9’([ - 1, l]), where q 2 0,O < 16 q, w(x) = (1 - x)“(l + x)~, and let u be 
defined by (3.8). Let 0 < I < q and p E (0, 00). Then there exist two integers r and s defined by 
$(/+a)++-y-l<r-c+(q+a)+++l 
and 
+(,+p)++s-l <.s<+(q+P)+:+l, 
such that 
/:11 f(')(x) - Lxf,,,(w, f; x)/u(x) dx< Cm’-9a(fc9);&), 
for m > 4q + 5. 
The last corollary has interesting applications. In the theory of numerical quadratures, in 
integral equations and in differential equations one frequently needs to evaluate integrals of the 
form /yi f (9)( t) u( t) dt, where q >, 0 and u E GJ. An often used numerical procedure consists of 
replacing the function f by a Lagrange interpolating polynomial based on the zeros of Jacobi 
polynomials; this is called a “product rule”. Corollary 3.4 guarantees the existence of convergent 
“ product rules”. In order to evaluate such integrals, sometimes it is necessary to use values of the 
functions and its derivatives at additional points as well. Corollary 3.4 shows that such a choice 
is feasible by choosing the parameters of the corresponding Jacobi weight appropriately. 
Corollary 3.4 is a generalization of some results of Sloan and Smith (cf. [9,10]). 
4. Proofs of the theorems 
We need some preliminary results. The following lemma is due to Gopengauz and Teliakovskii 
(cf. PI). 
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Lemma 4.1. Given q=O, l,..., n=l,2 ,..., and f E C’q’([ - 1, l]), there exists an algebraic 
polynomial Q, of degree n > 4q + 5, such that 
l[f(x) - Q,(x)]“‘/ < C( ?)‘-‘a( fc4); v ), -l<x<l, (4.1) 
for l=O, l,..., q, where C is a positive constant independent off and n. 
Lemma 4.2. Given q = 0, 1, . . . , m 3 4q + 5, and f E Ccq’([ - 1, 1]), define r,,, by r, = f - Q,, 
where Q, = Q,<f > is a polynomial satisfying (4.1). Let w E GSJ be defined by (3.7), and let L, 
and L, be defined by (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. If v(q/2-rVq/2-s)~ E L’([ - 1, 1]), then 
the inequalities 
; x) 1 < cm-qa( f(q);% + -$)(dE + -$)q+ai1’2 (4.2) 
and 
I ( Ls B,P:m(W) ; x) 1 < cm-qo( fcq);e + -$)(diTX + $)q+e+1’2 (4.3) 
holdfor every XE[-1, l] andfE Ccq)([-l, 11) w h ere the constant C is independent off and m. 
Proof. We will only prove (4.2), whereas (4.3) can be proved analogously. Notice that 
Irz’(z;) 1 < Cm 2k-2qu(f(q);-$), k=O,l,..., q, i=l,..., r, r<q+l. 
Moreover, if the points { zk } satisfy (2.1), then 
where 
z,<6i<ziY i= 1,2,..., r. 
By Leibnitz’s rule, 
( ‘m(Si) 
(i-l) 
AS(Si)Pm(wY Si) i 
i-l (i-l-k) 
GE. 
k=O 
(I ;‘)o~k’(~J 1 ( A,@i)p~~w, &) 
) I 
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Since all derivatives of A;‘(x) are bounded for x > 0, we have 
G&J 
(i- 1) 
GG?l(w? k) 
Recall that z, is chosen in such a way that x, + C/m2 < z1 G 1. We have 
I p,(w, t> I -p,(w, 1) - nP+1’2 
(cf. [5, Theorem 9.33, p.1711) and 
(cf. [7, proof of formula (22), p.6741) for m = 1, 2,. . . and zi < t < 1. Therefore, using the identity 
we obtain 
for m = 1, 2,. . . . Hence, by (4.4), 
r (0 (ill)! (~,(E;j”p,iw, 6;) i 
(i-l) 
< Cm 2i-2-2q-a-1/26) 
i ‘rn’). 
f (4). 1 
Using (2.4) and the inequality ](x - zi) . . . (x - z~_~) 1 < (\/l-x + l/m)2’-2, we obtain 
for m a 44 + 5. On the other hand, if q = 0, 
Since 
1 1 ;Qz < const.(mJi--x + 1)2r-2, X < 1. 
If 1 - x < Cmw2, then this proves (4.2). On the other hand, if 1 - x > Cmv2, then 
I ( %I L, A,pm(w) ; x < Cm iI -2q--u--5/2+2r~ f ( (q);$)(1 - X)r-l. 
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By the assumptions we have $4 - r + ia + 2 > 0. Therefore, 
I ( Lr Asp?(w) ; x) / G cm-q f’“‘;J-&iT)Y’“+1/2, 1 -x > cm-2, 
for m > 4q + 5, which proves (4.2) for 1 - x > Cm_2 as well. q 
Lemma 4.3. Let w, L, and L, be defined as in Lemma 4.2. If u(-~,-~)- E L’([ - 1, l]), 
then 
I i 1 11 ( 
u+1/2 
Lr Asp,(w) ; x 
<MT+; ) 
1 
-l<x<l, 
I i 
1 
LS B,&(W) ; x iI ( 
1 p+i/2 
<cdiTT+& 
i 
) -l<x<l, (4.6) 
form=1,2,..., where the constant C is independent of m. 
The proof of Lemma 4.3 is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Fe’rfl,“t’ pm 3.1. For .5$,,,( w, f) = iL*“‘( w, f ), Th eorem 3.1 is [7, Theorem 6, p.6951. 
,,,,,( w, f) = Lc*“‘( w, f ). First we prove that the conditions in (3.2) imply (3.1). By 
the uniform boundedness principle, it is sufficient to prove that (3.2) imply 
suPIIL~~“‘(w,f)ullp~cIIf Iloo ~f=(I--1Jl)> (4.7) m&l 
with a suitable constant C independent of f. By (2.5) we have 
IIL$“‘(w, f)$< C/JP)L,(w, fU(-r,-s))Ullp 
+ c II f II m iii Pm(+(07s)L, i a,bCwJ i”llp 
t/ PJwWo)Ls( Brp;(w))Ull;}. 
for all p E (0, oo). In view of Badkov’s pointwise estimate for the generalized Jacobi polynomials 
[l, Theorem 1.1, p.2261, 
I P,(W, x) I G c 
[ 
1+ /* ’ 1 -lGXG17 P-8) m= 1,2,... (cf. [5, Lemma 9.29 and Theorem 3.33, pp. 170, 171]), we can use Lemma 4.3 and 
(3.2) to obtain 
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and 
Finally, [7, Theorem 1, p.6801, (3.2) guarantees 
II U(“%,( w, jW--s))u(lp < c ]] f 11 03) 
that is, (3.1) is satisfied. Conversely, let us assume that (3.1) holds. Then (4.7) is true for every 
continuous function f such that f ( cl) = f ( c2) = 0. Therefore, 
sup ~~UW!Y(w, f )“llp G c II f II 007 
m>l 
from which 
sup I( /j’.“‘L;.“’ 
l?l>l 
(W fb+ciif iim 
follows. Therefore, (3.2) follows from [7, Theorem 2, p.6861. The statement regarding the 
existence of a positive function u, such that u E Lp\( L log+,!,) p and conditions (3.2) do not 
imply (3.1), also follows [7, Theorem 2, p.6861. For 9,,,, (w, f) = L,,,,,(w~ f) the proof is 
analogous. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let Q, = Q,(f) be a polynomial satisfying (4.1) and let r, = f - Q,. 
Applying the weighted Markov-Bernstein inequality [6, Theorem 5, p.2421, (cf. [4, Theorem 3, p. 
1001) with generalized Jacobi weights, we obtain 
ll[f - L?.,,,b> f )Y)~(lp +?~llp + IIL,r,sb~ L)l(‘)~Ilp 
< cm’-qw( f+J ll4t(q- 09 tkl- Nq, 
+ cm’ll L,,,,,( w, r,) u(-“**-“*)u lip, (4-9) 
where 0 < p < CO. Therefore, by (2.2) we have 
II LA w, qJu (-1/X- 169 u lip 
(4.10) 
To estimate I,, 1, and IS, we observe that u E GJ and therefore it has a representation (3.8). For 
every C > 0, we put 
a,(c)=[-1++-$1\; [Y&Yk++$ 
k=l 
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and we denote by l”, the characteristic function of A,,,(C). Then there exists c > 0 such that for 
every polynomial R of degree at most m the inequality 
II lRIPull ,~C~~IRIP~l~~~i, O<P<~, 
holds (cf. [5, Theorem 6.3.14, p.113, and Theorem 6.3.28 and Remark 6.3.29, p.1201). Then, since 
1 A,(x)B,(x) I - lPTS) (x) for I x I < 1 - CmW2, we have 
I1 < sup 11 “WL,( w, fuW-‘4/2-~))( up/2*-w)) 11 pm 
II f II a? = 1 
-q f+-). 
In view of the assumptions and by [7, Theorem 1, p.6801 we have 
I, < Cmpqw f ( (,c!i). 
Moreover, by (4.8), 
so that there exist C> 0 such that 
and by Lemma 4.2 
1 
I2 < CmTqw fcq); m ( )1 “(4/2-1/2,s-1/2) &a/Z + V4.0) II Jwo(‘/2,‘/2) p’ 
Therefore by the assumptions (3.3) and (3.4), 
I2 < Cm-qw f ( (+J. 
Similarly, 
13< Cmpqw f ( (qd-) . 
Combining (4.10)-(4.13) we obtain 
11 L,,,,,(w, rJd-“2*-“%(( p 6 Cm-vW( fcq);i), 
and now the theorem follows from (4.9). q 
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